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2019 poses a challenging time for
BFSI application testing!
Change rarely comes without challenges. Digital transformation continues its takeover across 
industries—especially in the Banking and Financial Services Industry (BFSI). EY’s Global Banking Outlook 
2018, which surveyed 221 financial institutions across 29 markets, found that 85% of banks placed digital 
transformation as a business priority for 2018. The rapid digitalization, a major part of which includes the 
continuous release of applications, has led to specific challenges when it comes to implementing effective 
application testing solutions. Changes specific to BFSI is leading to new challenges in the testing of banking 
applications. 

BFSI’s future lies in testing automation

The PwC report titled, Financial services technology 
2020 and beyond: Embracing disruption, attributes the 
future of the banking and FinTech sector to being 
adequately prepared for a world where digital comes 
first. BFSI’s best answer to the multiple challenges is 
for an application testing solution that is automated. 
Using increased test coverage and simultaneous 
round-the-clock testing; automated testing solutions 
can provide seamless, effective, and fast testing. 

Get ahead by staying on top of the trends

2019 promises to be an exciting year for test 
automation. Top technologies such as Artificial 
Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning (ML), Internet of 
Things (IoT) and Blockchain are changing the 
underlying fabric of software being produced; and by 
extension are bringing changes to how software is 
being tested. Here are the top testing trends which will 
shape the future of software testing in 2019 and 
beyond. 

Increase in PSD2, Open Banking, Payments, 
etc., are leading to banks not being in control 
of a significant portion of the transaction 
lifecycle. Adoption of these processes 
requires banks to create applications with 
limited or low errors. 

New technologies such as Big Data Analytics 
and AI/ML have increased the adoption of 
black-box models. However, black-box 
algorithms need to be trained, as the output 
is not deterministic but more directional.  

The increase in sophisticated cyberattacks, 
especially where BFSI portals are prime 
targets for hacking and fraudulent activities 
is causing banks to focus on building 
foolproof security applications. 

Ecommerce sales places a huge challenge 
on banking environments where single day 
loads are becoming significantly higher. 

Rapid digitalization is leading to device 
fragmentation and BYOD cultures among 
internal staff. 

Banks will have to relook at how to test, what 
to test, and how much to test, in addition to 
effectively managing process changes from 
traditional to digital business models. This 
brings on a new set of dynamic demands in 
testing.

Banks will have to understand what needs to 
be auditable, how to test such black-box 
non-deterministic systems and who owns 
and maintains these applications within the 
bank.

Banks require comprehensive and consistent 
security requirements which demands a high 
degree of coverage when testing.

Banking applications must withstand 
transaction spikes, which creates a need for 
application testing to have the right 
integrations with back-end infrastructure.

Banks have to test their customer-facing 
apps on an increasingly longer list of 
platforms to ensure consistency.  
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t is an established fact that for banks and 
FinTech organizations actively implementing 

digital transformation, agile methodology helps in 
aligning digital transformation initiatives with 
specific business needs.  Studies by research firm 
McKinsey estimates that companies deploying 
agile at scale can increase their innovation by up 
to 80%. The biggest benefit that the agile model 
brings is the potential for rapid continuous 
innovation. However, the agile method’s true 
potential cannot be achieved with manual testing. 

This is because agile emphasis the iterative build 
of the application in phases or ‘sprints’.  This 
methodology requires repeated testing in 
successive sprints and testing across the sprints. 
Such a large volume of testing remains effective 
only if automated.  A strong automation suite, 
which enables repetitive test execution for daily 
build developments, ensures quick turnarounds 
and the assured quality needed in agile. 
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2019’S TOP TESTING TREND #1

Digital transformation with agile
will demand more regression testing



he incremental value gained by leveraging 
automation is increased with performance 

engineering. While automation increases speed; 
banking applications need superior quality of 
error-free applications—only possible with the 
adoption of a performance engineering mindset. 
As more banking and financial organizations 
choose automated testing solutions, performance 
engineering will supplant performance testing, 
which determines the performance of multiple 
attributes of the application—including 
responsiveness, speed, scalability, and stability 
under a variety of load conditions. 

Performance engineering will provide 
organizations in the BFSI domain with a holistic 
ongoing analysis of various elements impacting 
the performance of the application. With 
performance engineering, BFSI organizations are 
equipped with enhanced analysis capabilities that 
accurately identify the root cause of a 
performance problem by quickly isolating critical 
data.

T
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2019’S TOP TESTING TREND #2

Increased automation will require
Robust Performance Engineering



he BFSI domain, especially retail banks, is 
currently in a digital leadership race. 

Consumer’s digital experiences in other industries 
are forcing banks to provide the same kind of 
mobile-centric customer experience to their 
customers. The top trend in the 2018 Retail 
Banking Trends Report was stated as the removal 
of friction from the customer journey, with 61% of 
organizations placing this trend in the top three, 
compared to 54% in the previous year. Added to 
this is the pace of newly evolving regulatory 
changes, which is forcing banks to seek shorter 
delivery cycles.

While speed is needed to stay ahead, banks have 
the added responsibility to provide error-free 
applications and continuous updates of these 
software applications, which is essential to the 
customer experience. Organizations are 
increasingly investing in agile methodologies and 
cutting-edge technologies like DevOps, 
micro-services and containers that leverage the 
cloud to create shorter delivery cycle times. 
However, investments by the banking sector must 
extend to automated testing tools that will help 
accelerate the shortening of delivery cycles.

T
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2019’S TOP TESTING TREND #3

Shorter delivery cycles will
become the standard



uccessfully being leveraged across verticals, 
machine learning will gain further prominence 

in the field of automated application testing in 2019. 
Leveraging ML for testing includes using predictive 
analysis to test multiple algorithms. This accelerates 
the testing process by predicting the key parameters 
of software testing processes. With respect to 
analyzing defects, ML will make it easier to identify 
high-risk areas of the application for the prioritization 
of regression test cases. Test suite optimization, 
which have to be run every time there is a small 
change in the application, becomes easier with ML 
which identifies redundant and unique test cases. 

Employing an ML approach to log analytics helps 
in the accurate identification of test cases which 
need to be executed automatically. Deep learning 
enhanced traceability aids in tracing keywords 
from the Requirements Traceability Matrix (RTM) 
resulting in maximum test coverage. For banks 
and financial institutions faced with the ever 
changing needs and expectations of their diverse 
customers, opting for an automated solution with 
in-built ML capabilities can contribute to greater 
efficiency.
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2019’S TOP TESTING TREND #4

Machine learning (ML)
in testing will gain prominence
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uccessfully being leveraged across verticals, 
machine learning will gain further prominence 

in the field of automated application testing in 2019. 
Leveraging ML for testing includes using predictive 
analysis to test multiple algorithms. This accelerates 
the testing process by predicting the key parameters 
of software testing processes. With respect to 
analyzing defects, ML will make it easier to identify 
high-risk areas of the application for the prioritization 
of regression test cases. Test suite optimization, 
which have to be run every time there is a small 
change in the application, becomes easier with ML 
which identifies redundant and unique test cases. 

ith the agile methodology gaining 
adoption and shorter delivery cycles 

becoming the norm, integration of various 
elements of product development will become the 
vital link to accelerate application testing. Banking 
applications are typically integrated with several 
other applications including bill pay utilities and 
trading accounts—making it even more vital for 
the testing process to be accurate. For automated 
testing to bring the desired speed, efficiency, and 

accuracy, testing platforms need to be equipped 
with integrated tools, which act as a repository of 
data of different modules that can be shared and 
used. This will accelerate requirement 
management, task management, bug tracking, 
and test management. Banking applications need 
to be seamless as they serve a wide variety of 
customers and integration is the key that will 
enable banks to deploy high-quality applications 
for an enriched customer experience. 
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2019’S TOP TESTING TREND #5

Integration will become vital
to accelerate application testing
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Future-proof BFSI
application testing
with Tenjin 
Tenjin, Yethi’s flagship solution, is much more 
than an automated testing solution.    A 
future-proof solution powered with a 5th 
generation approach to testing; Tenjin is 
equipped to fully meet the evolving needs of 
the banking and financial services sector. 
Tenjin is script-less, auto adapts to 
application changes and auto validates 
downstream results. Key features include a 
Robotic UI Discovery engine (Naviflow 
Learner), Application Adapter Framework and 
constantly growing repository of Adapters for 
major enterprise applications—all enabling 
quick and accurate deployment. Tenjin also 
provides Integration with Test and Defect 
Management tools like JIRA and Bugzilla 
ensuring seamless fit with existing tools.

A plug-and-play solution; Tenjin 
empowers organizations to stay 
ahead of competitors with

Superior and error-free applications 
leading to enhanced customer 
experience 

Improved  functional and regression 
testing accelerating efficiency and 
coverage

Reusability of test cases and test 
data across application versions 
causing reduced overheads

Script-less testing eliminating the 
need for clunky, high maintenance, 
tightly coupled record and replay 
scripts

Yethi is a software solutions company focused on helping its customers to 
gain business advantage by improving the speed and agility with which they 
can validate and adopt changes to their core technology platforms. Founded 
by seasoned senior fin-tech professionals, who bring decades of domain 
expertise, Yethi has developed a unique test automation tool “Tenjin” to meet 
the needs of teams using packaged software solutions.

ABOUT YETHI

Get future-ready with Tenjin

TALK TO US TODAY

http://yethi.co.in/
http://yethi.co.in/contact-us/

